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Saddleback Butte State Park
The visitor center has a new look. Jedd Strange of Rosamond is painting a mural on the building and he plans to paint
rocks and boulders that will blend into the environment. All four sides of the building will have paintings of the area.
Don’t fail to miss this the next time you visit the park.
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Arthur B. Ripley Desert Woodland State Park
Male Juniper trees have brown cones forming
but not ready to open for pollination. The female trees are loaded with berries from last season.
Did not see any of the Joshua trees starting
their flower buds—usually in March you start
to see the flowers starting to bloom.
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Just some grasses and filaree are starting their
season. The Elderberry tree at Post 11 is starting to get new leaves.
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Antelope Valley California Poppy Reserve
With less than 2-inches of rain since October 2020 there isn’t a lot to see plant wise at the reserve. There aren’t fields
of green but patches and the green consists of grasses, filaree and some fiddleneck. I did find a few lupine starting new
leaves at the Crossover Trail. Only found a few poppy cotytedons.
There is a new trail that has surface concrete, is fairly flat, and is a 0.65 mile
loop trail. There are benches along the way and some very nice views of the
area. This trail is available for people with wheelchairs and walkers.
To reach this trail go from the parking lot, pass the front of the visitor center
and continue on the concrete path to the Tehachapi Vista Point Trail. Cross
over the wooden bridge and continue until you come to concrete benches and
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make a right to stay on the concrete trail that will make the loop around the
vista point and return you back to where you began.

Benches
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DARKLING BEETLE

Tenebrionidae (order Coleoptera)

The Darkling Beetle is any member of the approximately 12,000 species of the
insect family Tenebrionidae, so named because of their nocturnal habits. They go
through a complete metamorphosis, similar to the butterfly, during their life cycle.
The life cycle begins with eggs, then the larvae (worm), pupae and the adult. At
the beginning of the mating process, the male will chase the female until she
gives up. They mate and the female will then burrow in soft ground and lay 275
tiny white oval eggs (about the size of a typed period) and stay in this stage for 1
to 4 weeks. The second stage they will hatch into larvae (mealworms) and will
spend their time eating and growing. The mealworm will shed its hard outer
shell, will be soft and white, and its exoskeleton quickly hardens and darkens.
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During the larval stage they may molt 9 to 20 times and become an inch long. In
the third stage the mealworm turns into a white pupae. It becomes quite helpless
as it has no mouth or anus and does not eat. It just lies still or wiggles and this stage lasts from 1 to 3 weeks.
The fourth and final stage the pupae will transform into the darkling beetle and it will sit still as its wings unfold and dry. It will change color from brown to black. It has a body that is divided into three sections, the
head, the thorax and the abdomen and can range in size to1 to 1/2-inches. The beetles lifespan is 1 to 3
months.

Mealworms (larvae) live in areas surrounded by what they eat – under rocks, logs, in animal burrows and in
stored grains. They are the cleanup crew and they will eat decaying leaves, sticks, grasses and occasionally
new plant growth. They will also be decomposers and eat dead insects, feces and stored grains. Mealworms
can be pests to stored grains even in homes where there are items like cornmeal, four, cake mixes, meat
scraps, around dead insects and in bran and litter from chicken houses. Mealworms are also known as the
“super-worm’ because they are used as a food source for reptile pets and in bird feeders.
Predators of mealworms and darkling beetles are birds like burrowing owls,
loggerhead shrikes, rodents, lizards, predatory beetles and spiders. Most
animals avoid contact with the beetle because of its sprayed stinky secretion.
However, grasshopper mice have found a way to get around being sprayed by
grabbing the beetle, jamming its behind into the sand and eating it head first.
When the darkling beetle is disturbed or feels threatened it will assume a
defensive posture where it will stand on it’s head and release chemicals from
scent glands in their rear-end that produces a noxious odor and might turn the
skin brown. Ranger Cecilia Rejas once told me she had an encounter with this
beetle and the chemical scent. She was starting to put on a shirt and found the beetle in the shirt. She brushed
the beetle out of the shirt but it had sprayed and she said it smelled “a bit like skunk”. Because the beetle
does a headstand and secretes a stinky solution they have also been called “stinkbugs” or “clown beetles”.
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SHAMROCK
In English literature, the shamrock is first mentioned in 1571 where a scholar noted that Irish
people ate it during times of famine. Irish people learned of the shamrock and its relation to
Saint Patrick. Patrick was captured and enslaved by Irish pirates at the age of sixteen and
was brought to the Irish mainland. During this
time he worked as a shepherd and adopted
Christianity as his faith. Eventually he escaped
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and sailed back to Britain and continued his
studies in Christianity. He then returned to Ireland as a missionary to teach
the pagan Celts about the religion.
Holy Trinity

The Celts placed great emphasis on the number 3. It
represented life through the three branches of past, present and future and all of earth through the three elements of sky, earth and underground. With their regard
for the number, it was only natural that Saint Patrick
would use it to explain the Holy Trinity. The Celts also
believed the plant had mystical powers and used it as a
charm against evil spirits.

AN IRISH WISH
May you always have…
A sunbeam to warm you,

Good luck to charm you,
And a sheltering angel
So nothing can harm you,
Laughter to cheer you,

Father

Son

Faithful friends near you,
Holy
Spirit

And whenever you pray,
Heaven to hear you.
May your joys
Be deep and many,

Today the shamrock is Ireland’s unofficial and most recognized national symbol. The Irish consider them to be good luck. Shamrocks started appearing on
flags, uniforms, buildings, coins, tombs. As the shamrock symbol grew it was
featured in songs, art, stories, fashion, architecture, decorative objects and
eventually as the State emblem. The shamrock symbol has been registered as a
trademark of the Irish government.
Shamrocks are a clover. Four-leaf clovers appear in the fields with the threeleaf clover. They can have white or pink flowers. The four-leaf clover is usually smaller than the three-leaf clover and the odds of finding one are estimated
to be 10,000 to 1. Many believe the four-leaf clover as an omen of good luck.
On St. Patrick’s Day, Christians may attend church services and the Lenten
restrictions on eating and drinking alcohol are lifted for the day. Drinking
alcohol like Irish whiskey, beer or cider has become an integral part of the celebrations. The Saint Patrick’s Day custom of “drowning the shamrock” or
“wetting the shamrock” takes place at the end of the celebrations. A shamrock
is put into the bottom of a cup, which has been filled with whiskey, beer, or
cider and drunk as a toast to St. Patrick, Ireland, or those present. The shamrock would either be swallowed with the drink or taken out and tossed over the
shoulder for good luck.

May your heart
Be light and glad,
May you have the best
St. Patrick’s Day
That you ever had.

